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“FlashAcademy® EAL has resulted in over 50% of our pupils with EAL 
progressing by two proficiency grades during their 15 week induction – 
something that has never happened before at the school.  It is having a 
tremendous impact for our pupils.”

Hollie O’Sullivan, Lead Teacher for EAL, Great Barr Academy

A new approach to language 
learning

FlashAcademy® is an award-winning learning platform which helps pupils to 
improve their language skills. Curriculum-aligned content is easy to use and 
makes learning fun for all pupils. The platform was created in consultation with 
teachers and schools throughout the UK, helping to ensure it addresses the real 
issues that schools are facing. 

A whole platform licence entitles a school to unlimited EAL, MFL and Literacy 
licences, providing an independent learning resource for all pupils.

Access For Every Pupil at School 

Available on
smartphone,

tablet, and PC



Pupils can translate literally any object around 
them just by taking a picture. The object 
translator enables children to learn the words 
they want to learn.

Inspire curiosity

Using machine learning, the FlashAcademy® app 
tailors learning to the ability level of individual 

pupils. Questions that they struggle with are repeated 
and more complicated challenges push pupils who 

are progressing quickly.

Adapted to each individual pupil

Engaging challenges help pupils 
develop a more ambitious vocabulary. 
Retention is tested through a series of 
timed games, adding an element of fun!

Build vocabulary

Animated videos simplify grammar and make 
learning stress-free & straightforward. 

Challenges are set that embed learning and 
apply knowledge in real life contexts.

Grammar made easy!



Leaderboards encourage pupils to 
compete and encourage them to 

engage with language on a more 
regular basis.

Increasing motivation

Downloadable resources for teachers to use in 
classrooms are student-centred and focus on 

active learning.

Free resources

The teacher dashboard helps ensure 
pupils are progressing while monitoring 
usage. Reports are created instantly to 
demonstrate progress to parents, SLT 
and OFSTED.

Measure progress

FlashAcademy® opens up opportunities to 
involve parents in their child’s learning at 
home, encouraging greater levels of 
independent learning. 

Independent learning



EAL Proficiency Assessment

Transforming language
teaching with FlashAcademy®

               FlashAcademy® EAL is a platform for schools, supporting                
.              teachers to deliver learning for pupils who don’t have English as 
their first language. With over 35 home languages to teach from, pupils 
acquire survival and curriculum vocabulary, learn grammar and practise 
their pronunciation. FlashAcademy® EAL even has provision for pupils who 
aren’t literate in their home language. 

EAL

                FlashAcademy® MFL teaches speaking, reading, writing and            
.               listening to 13 languages from English (including French, Spanish 
and German). The platform will allow pupils to grow their vocabulary, 
strengthen their grammar and improve speaking fluency. 

                          FlashAcademy® English  is a targeted intervention,              
.                         providing pupils with a simple and e�ective way to develop 
their literacy skills. As an intensive one-to-one personalised literacy tool, 
the platform supports learners to make rapid progress with their reading 
and writing. 

MFL

ENGLISH

“Attainment for our pupils with EAL has doubled since we started using 
FlashAcademy® and it has also reduced the burden on teachers.”

Claire Evans, Deputy Headteacher, Anderton Park School

The FlashAcademy® Proficiency Assessment is new for 2019 
and provides a simple, digital way to assess English 
proficiency, saving huge amounts of time for teachers. 



To get started, simply contact our education team:

hello@flashacademy.com         www.flashacademy.com         0121 724 0854
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